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The Limits of the Senses in the Zhongyong 
Jane Geaney 
The Zhongyong ends with an odd statement about de:ft, (charisma or vir-
tue).2 It cites a line from the Book of Songs that appears to say that de re-
sembles a piece of hair-perhaps in being equally light-but the Zhongyong 
rejects this analogy, noting that de is without smell or sound.3 This seems to 
be a strange comment since, while it might be plausible to think of hair as 
smelling, there seems to be no way around the incongruity of speaking of 
hair in terms of whether or not it makes sound. Perhaps the passage is at-
tempting to say, in a clumsy way, that de is completdy beyond all sensory 
capacities. This impression could be reinforced by a similar comment about 
not seeing or hearing de in Zhongyong 16. However, a series of contrary de-
scriptions undermines this possibility: in various passages, de is described as 
big (Zhongyong 17, 30), small (Zhongyong 30), and bright (Zhongyong 33.6). 
Moreover, Zhongyong 16 itsdf refers to a de that "embodies" things.4 This 
I While not the comments I presented at the Zhongyong pand, this paper is based on tbose 
comments and the fruitful discussion that followed the panel. 
2 The translation of de is much disputed, but since it is not my purpose to resolve such dis-
putes, in the rest of tbe argument, I will leave controversial terms of this sort untranslated. 
3 The passage reads: 
<~> El : "1!!~tooe , " ~:B~flfU • 
"J:?\:Z.~ , Y~Jl . .. 3§.?R: • 
The Book of S onv says: ''The influence of de is as light as a featber." 
But even a feather is no comparison. 
"The sky /heaven above goes about its work without using sound or scent." 
It is indeed superlative. (Zhongyong 33.7) 
All translations herein are my own, based on those of Hall and Ames unless otherwise noted. 
4 The line reads: -TEI : 9il1f!lZ.~1J! ' :!t~?R:"f • ... atlllffll'1ifjl · 
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conflicting sensory rhetoric in the Zhongyong is not restricted to the phe-
nomenon of de. Indeed, in many places the text seems to describe the 
proper dao and those who employ it as simultaneously hidden and yet 
broadly displayed, invisible and yet intensely apparent. In other words, the 
text makes obvious, even strained, attempts to describe a peculiar kind of 
sensory mode. I will employ Hall and Ames' concept of "extension" to try 
to clarify this sensory mode. Hall and Ames discuss extension-what the 
Zhongyong refers t? as da dao ~~;itl-in the context of education and ritual.s 
They argue that extending is the method by which one advances in these 
areas, by creatively drawing upon something already available or under-
stood. I will first support their claim regarding the significance of extension 
in the text, and then argue that the unusual sensory rhetoric in the 
Zhongyong is also explainable in terms of this idea of da dao, understood as 
e:xtension. 
In their analysis of the Zhongyong's view of education, Hall and Ames 
note that extension is a repeated pattern in the text. They point out that, in 
part, education takes what is already there and draws it out towards other 
things. For instance, they say that education means building upon "inner 
tendencies" in order to practice self-cultivation (Ames and Hall, 51). And 
this phenomenon, they argue, applies to many other features of the text. 
Most of the terms invoked to describe Confucian religious experience 
connote this process of growth and extension explicitly. As we have 
seen, productive familial relations are the "root (ben :;$:)"whence one's 
way (dao .l!!) advances. The repeated contrast between the exemplary 
person and the petty person, the inclusiveness of appropriateness (Ji ~ 
) as opposed to the exclusiveness of personal benefit (Ii :flJ), and the 
emergence of the authoritative person (ren t::) from individuated per-
sons (ren A.) and from the common masses (min Bi;), all entail growth 
and extension through patterns of deference. Even the term "spiritual-
ity" (shen tlf!) crosses the divide between "human spirituality'' and "di-
vinity." Futther, shen is cognate with the terms "to extend, to prolong 
(shen l'f'l and{$). (Hall and Ames, 50) 
Hall and Ames understand extension as an "advancing pathway"-da dao 
~§1[. The advancing pathway first appears in Zhongyong 1 in the form of a 
plant metaphor. The extension in this case is a kind of organic growth-
beginning with a small and hidden root and then stretching out in the form 
5 
"It is this sense of education that ls captured in the Zhongyong's expression 'an advancing 
pathway (dadao 3*:i!t)"' (Ames and Hall, 51). 
.. 
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of branches. "Equilibrium is the great root of the world; harmony is the 
branching of the proper way in the world ($-!E.1'§" • ~""fZ.*::zls:ili 0 :f[]ift 
~ , ~""fZ:ii:il[ift)" (Zhongyong 1). Beyond plant growth, the text features 
other metaphors of development, including a geographic extension (in dis-
tance and wind) and a kind of perceptual extension that seems to operate in 
a similar fashion. That is, Zhongyong 33.1 speaks of exemplary persons who 
"know the nearness of what is distant, know the source of the wind, and 
know the conspicuousness of what is subtle 1Diizlli ' ffi).jz El • ~D-11:Z 
ml" (Zhongyong 33.1).6 In other words, the exemplary persons know the ori-
gin that is near, which is directly connected to the vastness that develops 
from it. The point of this knowledge of origins and their outcomes is 
summed up as a principle in Zhongyong 15: one must start somewhere. 
In traveling a long way, one must set off from what is near at hand, and 
in climbing to a high place, one must begin from low ground: such is 
the proper way of exemplary persons. (Zhongyong 15) 
Thus, extension refers to the way in which that which is small, hidden, or 
near at hand connects incrementally with the vast and distant. In terms of 
the individual's education, this seems to mean that one must know one's 
own person/body in order to know one's proper dao, since the text points 
out that the root of the exemplary person's dao is his/her body: ~-Fz:it[ 
::zls:ITTi,@- (Zhongyong 29).1 As a result, this principle may explain why the ex-
emplary person's dao is accessible to even the most unintelligent and im-
moral person: 
5'CW!fz~ , ilT tl.W;;o~ · · · 
5'C~Z:.:f~ · ilJPJWgff~ " 
The dullest of ordinary men and women can know something of it [the 
exemplary person's dao] ... The most unworthy of common men and 
women are able to travel a distance along it .... " (Zhongyong 12) 
6 Although )!iii. suggests "custom," as Hall and Ames translate it, the location of a wind's 
source underlies this metaphor. 
7 As Hall and Ames note, the line evokes Ltmy11 (Ana/ea-.r) 1.2, where filial relations occupy 
this role as the root: "Exemplary persons concentrate their efforts on the root, for the root 
having taken hold the proper way will grow therefrom ... " (Ames and Hall, 39) . 
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Presumably, the dull and the unworthy have this small grasp of the dao be-
cause even the dao has a source from which it extends, as does distance and 
the wind. At the same time, since the individual must start with his or her 
body/ self, the extension of knowledge must begin with that individual's 
condition, even if it is the condition of dullness and unworthiness.8 Learn-
ing proceeds by extensions of this sort. Thus, as Hall and Ames claim, ex-
tension is a common theme in the text with a specific application to educa-
tion. 
Extension is also helpful for understanding the Zhongyong passages 
that invoke the senses, because they often make the point that the subtle is 
connected to the great. In explaining that sprouts (or small thillgs) are able 
to be cheng ~ (sincere/creative), 9 Zhongyong 23 emphasizes increasing lev-
els of perceptibility that link the least to the greatest. Something that starts 
as small as a sprout, first becomes formed, then becomes manifest-and 
finally, appears as bright .10 
;!'\:::?.:~Fiil • 1ttrfi~~ · 
~JlUW · Jf3J!U~ · 
~JlUl!il • ~JrnlJil.l • 
JJJJlU~ · ~J!U1t • 
Next there is arriving at small things, so that each aspect of them is able 
to have cheng. When there is chcng, there is form; when there is form, 
it is manifest; when it is manifest, there is brightness; when there is 
B From these beginnings, one can extend to all possible places, hence the various images of 
complete coverage. The image of heaven and earth implies such inclusion of everything, as 
in Zhongyong 30: 
ll¥:ila~Jt!lZ.1ftFfM'~ · 11\fl~ll~ · 
il$:ilDIZ!H!¥Z~fi'' :ilDE3 Fl Z.ff.00 • 
;IJ/;¥.JJ!tt1fffiFH!l~ , .l§i}]';fiffiFft§·!* • 
He is comparable to the heavens and the earth, sheltering and support-
ing everything that is. He is comparable to the progress of the four sea-
sons, and the alternating brightness of the sun and moon. All things are 
nurtured together and do not cause injury to one another; the various 
ways are traveled together and are not conflicted. 
9 Hall and Ames make a case for translating cheng as "creative." . 
to I am using variations on the term "perception" here in a non-technical sense for the sake 
of simplicity, but as I explain in On the Epistemology of the S enm in Ear!J Chinese Thought, 
the early Chinese conception of sensory operations does not fit this model. 
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brighmess, there is movement; when there is movement, there is change; 
when there is change, there is transformation. (Zhongyong 23) 
Thus, small things (origins, in this context) are important because they de-
velop in this kind of progression, so that something that starts out small 
and barely perceptible ends up manifest and bright enough to cause change 
and transformation. In other words, tiny sprouts have a powerful effect. 
Indeed, the text implies that even things that strive to avoid being apparent 
cannot succeed in hiding their effects: the fish that swims to the bottom of 
the water to conceal itself remains visible despite its efforts.11 In particular, 
as Zhongyong 33.1 says, that which comes from the exemplary person will 
make itself felt, even if (or because) it is hidden. (By contrast, things that 
come from the small person also becomes manifest, but seem to fade, per-
haps precisely because they are shown off.)12 
ittttrz.i!! , M?f.\mH3• • 
1J \.\.Z.:\H , 1¥.J~ffil B L:: 0 
Thus the ways of exemplary persons while hidden, day by day become 
mote conspicuous; the ways of petty persons while obvious, day by day 
disappear. (Zhongyong 33.1) 
The inevitable progression by which small and hidden things become mani-
fest justifies the passage's subsequent assertion that one should attend to 
origins (the nearness of the distant etc.). Furthermore, it explains why the 
text says that when something fortunate or unfortunate is about to occur, it 
will be given away by perceptible signs-either indicated in the tools of 
divination or manifest in the movements of the four lirnbs.13 Finally, it may 
also explain the claim that, ''There is nothing more visible than what is hid-
den, and nothing more manifest than what is inchoate ~Ji!.3¥-~~IP¥m&" 
(Zhongyong 1). Not that these subtly perceived things are truly the most 
visible and manifest, but perhaps they are in the sense that worthy things 
are those that, without displaying themselves, have the most long range ef-
fect. 
11 Zhongyong 33.2 reads: "The Book of Songr says: Although having dived down to lie on the 
bottom, The fish is still highly visible (!ff~ : M!iiftf;J\~ ' ffi\fLZl!B) . " 
12 Much of the Zhongyongs perceptual rhetoric is similar to that of the Laozj, and this same 
reversal of expectatioru; appears in Laozj 22. 
n See discussion of Zhongyong 24 below. 
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The Zhongyong contains a series of opposing patterns about perception 
that confirm this concern with the effects of the subtle. On the one hand, 
the text makes the point that sagely actions that are manifest compel ex-
treme results. On the other hand, it also implies that sagely actions that are 
not manifest compel equally remarkable results. For example in Zhongyong 
31, the sage's appearance, speech, and movement are effective in a kind of 
total sense: "They appear, and all defer to them; they speak, and all have 
confidence in what they say; they act, and all find pleasure in what they do 
(!ie,ffij~Jf:::fWk ' ~ ffij~~:::fFa • 1Trm~~:::flffl;)" (Zhongyong 31). The pas-
sage not only notes that everyone is swayed by these manifestations, it also 
immediately explains their sensory influence in terms of extension. Because 
the sage's visible and aural manner is so effective, it says, the sage's name 
(specifically ref erred to as a sound) stretches throughout every conceivable 
location. 
~J,W:f5~'¥tf:l!lm · .lifi&.11~; 
**m~·Anm~·xzm~·~Vn~· 
13 .FJ ZFJTWil • ~RffiP*: · 
rL:ffifn."n•m ; 
IWEl~cx 0 
It is for this reason that their sonorous name spreads out over the Cen-
tral States, extending to the Man and Mo barbarians in the south and 
north. Everywhere that boats and carriages ply, everywhere that human 
strength penetrates, everywhere that is sheltered by the heavens and 
borne up by the earth, everywhere that is illumined by the sun and 
moon, everywhere that the frosts and dew settle-all creatures that have 
breath and blood revere and love them. Thus it is said that they are the 
complement of tian. (Zbongyong 31) 
Thus we have, on the one hand, the effectiveness of the sage's appearance 
and speech extending throughout all areas. Yet on the other hand, in cases 
where there is a kind of "sensory blockage" (in the sense that some sensa-
tion is said not to happen), the same total effectiveness ensues. That is, 
when Zhongyong 26 describes utmost cheng ~ as being "apparent without 
being seen, changing without moving, and completing without doing (tlD!Et 
-*:::f Ji!.ITff~::fl'Jffij~M,mffiJnlG)," it then proceeds to describe heaven, earth, 
mountains, and water. The point is that its effect is all-encompassing.14 The 
14 With an almost identical last line, this Zbongyong line echoes Laoif 47 (Wang Bi), which 
appears to be about knowing by focusing on the local: ''Not going yet knowing, not seeing 
yet naming, not doing yet completing CFl'fffii9;0 'l'Jil,ffii:f5 'l'~ffiJRX.)." 
--, 
I 
IL 
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final passages in the Zhongyong repeats the rhetoric: with neither movement 
nor speech, there is respect and trust (33.3); with no reward or anger, there 
is encouragement and awe (33.4); with no manifestation of de, there is imita-
tion (33.5); with neither sounds nor looks, there is transformation (33.6).15 
In sum, it is not necessary to show oneself or make a sound in order to 
achieve the goal of affecting the situation. This is not because the sage (or 
the exemplary person) uses powers beyond human perception, but because 
things that appear subtly are intensely effective. It is clear that the effect of 
the sage is the same whether "blocked" or not, because Zhongyong 33.1 slips 
from listing pairs of "blocked" sensations to contrasting "blocked" sensa-
tions with fulfilled sensations, as if there were no difference. That is, the 
line begins by saying the exemplary person's way is delicately flavored and 
not tiresome, 16 and then adds that it is simple and yet refined, lax and yet 
regulated (~rZ:iM~rnFflkMITif:Xm!.ffiJf!.). Apparently, it does not matter 
that this is a switch from making analogous (delicately flavored and not tire-
some) claims to juxtaposing opposites (simple and yet refined): in either 
case the idea is that exemplary person's manifestation is completely effec-
tive. Zhongyong 16 (discussed below) makes a similar point that something 
exceedingly subtle has an exceedingly far ranging effect: the de of ghosts and 
spirits is not seen or heard, but they appear to be everywhere. Hence the 
passage notes, "Such is the way that the inchoate becomes manifest and 
cheng is irrepressible." The astonishing result comes from extension: from 
things so subtle as to be almost not manifest. 
It is important to clarify that extension in the Zhongyong does not 
always ref er to moving further. In certain circumstances, it can be a critique 
of moving on in favor of moving inttr-a point that is made in another ref-
erence to perception in the text. A number of passages in the Zhongyong 
show the drawbacks of pushing too far. Things are limitless: one cannot 
reach the end of the dao any more than one can reach the end of heaven 
and earth. Even the sage cannot know or do everything. 
~-T-Z:l.Htrnf~" 
~!liifZ~"ilJ.l)Wm~: 
15 The Laozi 10 (Wang Bi) attributes a similar kind of "blocked" achievement to profound de. 
"(It] gives birth but does not possess acts but does not depend, helps grow but not rule. This 
is called profound de (1:.ffif/flJ • J\%ffif/f'~ • ffe:rnf/f* ''A!:~:Y;'~)." 
16 The term dan ~ can also be taken as "lightness," which suggests more of a contrast in 
weight. 
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l\'(lt~t!! • !liif1'112A.i1Fli?ff-Tj01.ll; • 
:1c~Z::f~ • 1'JfJ.fg~fJ~ ; 
&:tt~t!! , §lfHIRA.11\~",iOJT::fk~~ • 
x:if:l!.Z/\:t!! · A.1ft1'IJ5!Tii • 
The proper way of exemplary persons is both broad and hidden. The 
dullest of ordinary men and women can know something of it, and yet 
even the sages do not know it all. The most unworthy of common men 
and women are able to travel a distance along it, yet even the sages are 
not able to travel it all. As grand as tbe world is, people are still never 
completely satisfied. ( Zhongyong 12) 
This is why sometimes the text describes a person as knowledgeable and 
virtuous and yet no better off than one who is ignorant or lacking virtue. 
+s : "mz::r-frt!!a;;az* • 
;;u#~z • ~:J!fl'&i:!!.. 
mzTM-l:!!.a~z*·•:J!f~z·::r-~#T-&i:!!.· 
.A.~~ltt!! ' .~k~[]l!'f:i:!!. . " 
The Master said, "I know why this proper way is not traveled: The wise 
stray beyond it while the simple-minded cannot reach it. I know why 
this proper way is not evident: Those of superior character stray beyond 
it while those who are unworthy cannot reach it. Everyone eats and 
drinks, but those who know taste are rare." (Zhon!!Jong 4) 
The perceptual metaphor is revealing: the way does not necessarily involve 
extending toward extremes. As with knowing the taste of what one eats and 
drinks, it is more a matter of paying attention to what is right there than 
pressing forward. Given the significance of yong Ji' in the title of the work, 
this may reflect the importance of being attuned to the ordinary. But being 
more attuned to the immediately present is also a kind of extension: that is, 
extending one's awareness to what has been taken for granted. 
This notion of extending sensations also seems to factor in the text's 
puzzling references to de. It is fair to say that de is something that can be 
manifest, if sometimes only tenuously. This is evident because Zhongyong 
33.5 speaks of de not being manifest in a way that implies it has the poten-
tial to be. 
(w) El : "Tin:Jt:Jti ' s.ll$:ltWJZ ! " 
~~f-:@;$ffifxTZF' • 
The Book of Songs says: "Without manifesting his de, the various vas-
sals model themselves after him." It is for this reason that exemplary 
I 
I 
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persons ate earnest and reverential and the world is at peace. 
(Zhongyong 33.5) 
Moreover, the passage from the Book of Songs cited in Zhongyong 26 ex-
claims over the manifestation of King Wen's de. Indeed, de can even be de-
scribed as "bright." There is an implicit contrast between being covertly 
"bright'' and expressing "great'' noise or visual appearance-a contrast in 
which subtlety (keep this "brightness" close to the chest) can transform 
others more effectively than more obvious methods (obvious speech and 
looks). 
<®-> ~: "':fmlj)j~, ::f;k§-PJ;~ ·" 
rEI : "if~;;'.:.m-PJ1t.1% ' ;;f.'.fu • " 
The Book of Songs says: "Harboring the highest de in your breast, you 
have no need of loud speech or looks." The Master said, "Speech and 
looks are of little use in transfonning the common people." 17 
(Zhongyong 33.6) 
Clearly, this subtlety of de is not a deficiency. In light of this, it seems the 
two types of de in Zhongyong 30 should not be read as expressing the inferi-
ority of small de: 
~¥.!J:itfCfifffif::ff§~ ' 
~ffffif::ft§·~' 
1Nl!!JJ rm , :*:iti~1t , 
Jlt:::R:tt!liZMi'PJ~:icfu • 
All things are nurtured together and do not cause injury to one another; 
the various ways are traveled together and are not conflicted. Little de 
flows in streams; great de massively transforms. This is why the heavens 
and the earth are so great. (Zhongyong 30) 
If there is any contrast between these types here, it is perhaps that flowing 
in streams leads to the massive transformations of large de. Thus, even 
smaller de leads to larger effects. Moreover, as the use of "bright" vs. 
"great'' in Zhongyong 33.6 shows, de may not be obvious, but it is not inl-
perceptible. 
17 This does not mean they cannot know the dao. Zhongyong 12 asserts that even the dullest 
of people can But expressiveness on the part of exemplary persons is not necessary for this 
to occur. 
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In fact, in the Zhongyong, de seems to be accessible by extending one's 
powers and hearing and sight. Truly acute ears and eyes (congming ~/!!.~) can 
extend to the point of reaching heavenly de. According to Zhongyong 32, 
Only those whose own capacities of hearing, seeing, and sagely knowledge 
extend to the de of tian could possibly understand them [the threads of the 
great loom of the world] ( lO ~ l1!r'I IOO! ~ ~ ~D ii 7( t~ ~ ~ ¥Jl. Jfrn ~D ;LY' 
(Zhongyong 32). Thus the confusion produced by Zhongyong 33.7 speaking 
of de without smell or sound, and by Zhongyong 16 speaking of a de that is 
not seen or heard, can be resolved in terms of this notion of extension. In 
other words, in one sense we might say that everyone perceives de, since it 
affects everyone, but strictly speaking de is only perceived by those whose 
senses are finely attuned to its subtle workings.18 
. This notion that de requires finely tuned senses helps explain the 
Zhongyong 16 assertion that the de of ghosts and spirits (,guishen Ntlf!) is not 
seen or heard: 
+a = "flii-lflzm~~~'¥ ' 
~zw~~·~w~~·lflM'trifiM'~~, 
~TZA , ~aAWn!ilt:J)il:~ffiE! , 
~'¥111JftJ't...t. ' 1l!Jft.,1'!;1-1:1:i 0 
<lN> a = '11flz:m,~, • :r:mJ.t,IJSI, • mri:uMJGI, ' · 
::#:ltt~, iMZl'llfmtlDJlt::#: ! " 
The Master said, ''The de of the gods and spirits is profound Looking, 
we do not see it; listening, we do not hear it.19 And yet it embodies 
things/events to the extent that nothing can be what it is without it. It 
causes the people of the world to fast, purify themselves, and put on 
their finest clothes in carrying out the sacrifices [to the ghosts and spir-
its]. It is as though the air above our heads is suffused with them, and as 
though they ate all around. The Book of Song.r says: 'The descent of the 
spirits cannot be fathomed-how much less can it be ignored.' Such is 
the way that the inchoate becomes manifest and cheng is irrepressible." 
18 Shigehisa Kuriyama makes a similar point about early Chinese medical practices. He notes 
that the Lflf!'JU 12/20 reference to da ~ involves sensitivity to tone and voice, which, he 
argues, is indicative of how early Chinese medicine specifically aimed at spotting the slightest 
changes in the color (se ~) of a patient's face that serve as a hint of more severe impending 
changes in the form (xing ID). See Kuriyama, 181. 
19The line is almost identical to Laozj 14 (Wang Bi edition), which concerns something 
whose beginning (head) and end (rear) cannot be found: "Looking at it but not seeing, 
name it level. Listening to it but not hearing, name it rare iii!Zl'~:tEI% • U!ZT>M!i'iEI 
:Tif ," 
!' 
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Although this describes de as unheard and unseen, in a variety of ways the 
passage emphasizes its sensible manifestations. The passage notes that de 
embodies things/ events. It also seems to elaborate on this by adding that de 
causes people to perform physical acts of making bodies clear (ming '¥J) and 
clothing ample (sheng !ii)-in other words, this is perhaps the means by 
which de embodies. Furthermore, the final line explicitly asserts that the 
subtle is manifest, noting that it cannot be "covered" (yan jj/:). Hence, 
something too small for ordinary sight or hearing to sense is accessible to 
those whose senses are attuned to the way subtle things are the hidden 
roots of vast things. 
It is significant that the passage concerns ghosts and spirits, because 
ghosts and spirits share with de the characteristic of being effective in an 
exceptionally subtle way.20 In the early Chinese worldview, ghosts and spir-
its are audible and visible. As the Mozi' notes, 
If. .. since the beginning of humanity, there are also those who have seen 
events of ghosts and spirits, and heard the voices of ghosts and spirits, 
how can they be called "not there"? Q11ozi 31/12-13)21 
It seems that ghosts and spirits can also be sensed in the Zhongyong, but the 
sensations are subtle, since the comment about shen/spirits in Zhongyong 24 
claims that foreknowledge is possible with the ability to sense subtle signs 
(i.e. the turtle plastrons and the four limbs) . 
.¥lllll:.~iiJ P..l.!!U~IJ • 
/ill.1*~00&'1'f~t:f. ; 
liiil*~L..:&'~~ 0 
~ 'Hillti · ib-'f 119R • 
m11m*1t$ • ~ • &19G!k11z_ • 
=t'~ · &,9G9'DL • 
1.ilt"i§:~Puflll • 
zo There are references to de in the Zhongyong that are not necessarily related to ghosts and 
spirits-small and big de [Zhongyong 30], ordinary de [Zhongyong 13], bright de [Zhongyong 
33.6], and heavenly de [Zhongyong 32]-although the last of these might amount to the same 
thing as the de of ghosts and spirits. 
21 The Xunz/s contrary position-that ghosts and spirits do not exist-does not doubt that 
they can be seen and heard, it doubts that they exist at all (Xnnzj 21/76). 
,, 
il.1 
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The dao of utmost cheng is capable of knowing things in advance. When 
the state and family are about to flourish, there are auspicious omens 
and signs; when they ate about to perish, there are ominous portents 
and auguries. These will be manifest in the milfoil and turtle plastron 
divinations and will affect the movements of the four limbs. When a 
change in fortune is about to happen, either for good or for bad, it is 
bound to be known in advance. Thus utmost chcng is like she11. 
Foreknowledge seems to be possible for those who can read signs because 
all things manifest themselves in advance, if only obscurely. The passage 
seems to say that utmost cheng means being able to interpret the faint signs 
by which things make themselves known. Moreover, foreknowledge is 
linked to shen, presumably either because spirits also know how to sense 
subtle things in advance or because spirits are things that subtly make them-
selves known (sensed) in advance. On either reading, shen has something to 
do with the tendency of the subtle to make itself manifest. In other words, 
while everything may be said to have hidden roots-from the world itself 
(Zhongyong 1) to ignorant people (Zhongyong 12)-this seems particularly 
characteristic of shen and de, which seem to operate on an exceptionally re-
fined level.22 
22 lf extending the subtle explains the idea that de is not seen or heard in ZhottJ]Jottg 16, 
something else from Hall and Ames' work on the Zbongyo11g can help to explain the 
Zhongyong 33.1 comment that one can "enter" de. 
{~) El : "~f;';J~~ • " Jg:tt.Y.:Lft · 
i'&~T-;('."_-j§ll,;!J~jfij El~ ' 
I J>AZ31i1¥.J~jffl El L:: • 
~T-Lilim.lffl/flt • 
fWrfif 5.c ' m\.jfij:@ ' 
%l~IL.lli • ~D!\l,IL.!3 • 9;Dilft"7.!!.Ei • 
UJ!Ji!.A~. 
The Book ef Songs says: "Over her brocade skirts she wears a plain robe." 
This means she hates to make a display of her refinement. Thus the 
ways of exemplary persons while hidden, day by day become more con-
spicuous; the ways of petty persons while obvious, day by day disappear. 
The ways of exemplary persons are plain and not wearisome, simple and 
refined, amicable and coherent. Those who know the nearness of what 
is distant, the source of what is customary, and the conspicuousness of 
what is subtle-such persons can enter de. (Zhongyottg 33.1) 
Generally the Zhongyong descriptions of de point to something we might want to call small, 
since it is said to be subtle and it contrasts with great. But as Hall and Ames note, there is a 
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This notion of barely sensed things that extend to produce exception-
ally powerful consequences seems relevant for interpreting the text's use of 
the expression shcn qi du fj;tt:11j. As Hall and Ames explain, there is a tradi-
tion of interpreting the phrase as if it refers to being careful of one's 
"uniqueness."23 Alternatively, the term du might refer to solitude-a read-
ing that seems more in accord with the perceptual patterns in the Zhongyong. 
The phrase occurs in Zhongyong l, immediately following a statement about 
being careful of what is not heard and seen: 
1'Et&~r~·t:frP.~.PffT!m • ;<&11.3¥;1t~Tim · 
ll3flli · U3f~ · t&;z!?t:f!~~fu • 
It is for this reason that the exemplary persons ate so concerned about 
what is not seen, and so anxious about what is not heard. There ls noth-
ing more visible than what is hidden, and nothing more manifest than 
what is inchoate. Thus, exemplary persons are ever careful of their 
solitude. (Zhongyong 1) 
The reference to what is not seen or heard may have some bearing on the 
phrase's meaning, since a similar connection appears in the use of the 
phrase in both the Xunz! and the Daxue. The Xunzj passage reads: 
~r£M~ITffDliil • *11Bi®fli! · 1'~ilii~ · 
x!EtJl~$U~;lUll~fu·~~~~· 
T~J41JT~ • /fjj/JWTID , TIDJIIT!ilft{t"/fi!:ii:,, • 
Jf.rAfS , ,':l:l~~ • ~~;m*11Htl 0 !ilft~&''~ • 
... when the gentleman has attained to perfect de, though he remains si-
lent, he ls underntood, though he has never bestowed any favor, he is 
considered affectionate; and though he does not display anger, he pos-
default assumption in classical Western traditions that "things" are discrete substances 
(Ames and Hall, 52). Viewing something subtle as a small discrete thing would reflect that 
assumption. Hall and Ames suggest that "things" in the early Chinese context are events. 
They say, " ... the 'things' are not discrete objects but are themselves states of being; they are 
happenings. Thus the locution, 'the ten thousand things', must be glossed as 'the ten thousand 
procems or event/" (emphasis in original, Ames and Hall, 11). Hence, in tenns of sensing, we 
might speak of audible events, visible events etc. If we consider that small de flows and that 
great de changes, then it does seem more plausible to think of de as an event. Moreover, or-
dinary de is something that can be walked (Ji~Zf.f, Zhongyong 13). And if de is an event, 
then it seems less odd to speak of "entering" it, as we might enter a flowing stream or a 
massive process. 
23 This is the reading Hall and Ames endorse. See Ames and Hall, 118-119. 
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sesses an awe-inspiring dignity.24 This is following his destiny by means 
of being careful of his solitude. Though a person is adept at acting in 
accord with the Way, if he lacks theng, he will not be solitary. Not being 
solitary, he will not take form. Not taking form, though he creates 
[something] in his mind, displays it on his face, and expresses it in 
speech, the common people will nonetheless never follow him, and in-
sofar as they must, it will be with suspicion.25 ()vmzi 3/30) 
In light of the Confucian emphasis on relational personhood, it might seem 
implausible to interpret du as solitude, but the Zhongyong does discuss wor-
thies being secluded and hidden. As Zhongyong 12 notes, "the proper way of 
exemplary persons is both broad and hidden (::fli-TZ~ftffiJ!ll), and this is 
repeated in the Zhongyong 33.1 idea that the hidden ways of the exemplary 
become increasingly manifest. In a minor form, this occurs when exemplary 
persons restrain their spoken expression because the dao does not prevail: 
~~:Jl • :it~ JEJ.:J!JI! ; 
Rl1m:Jl • :.tt~J.'$ 0 
{~) El : "~f!l'llitf. J.:J~J!;~." ;t:l;Jlt;L~:W ! 
When the proper way prevails in the world, their words will enable 
them to flourish; when it does not, their silence will win the forbearance. 
The Book of Songs says: "Enlightened, and also wise-Thus he guards 
his person." Is this not what this passage means? (ZhongJ'ong 27) 
But in a more extreme example, without even specifying conditions, 
Zhongyong 11 describes the sage as one who is able to live unseen, with-
drawn from the world. "[Those] who withdraw from the world to live out 
their lives in obscurity without the least regret-only the sages are able to 
do this (3Jit!t:f J!~Dmff'fm: • ntE~1!ffJgL)" (Zhongyong 11). Thus the text 
has good reason to explain how one should behave when alone: such cir-
cumstances are not unexpected in the life of the exemplary person. Fur-
thermore, the use of the same phrase in the Daxue is accompanied by an 
illustration that indicates solitude is at issue at least in this context: 
24 The line is quite similar to Zhongyong 33.4: "It is for this reason that exemplary persons 
offer no reward and yet have the best efforts of the common people, show no anger and yet I 
the people stand in awe of their symbols of sovereignty ~r/f:Jtffif~l!l • ::flgffii~~£,li.~ 
" 
25 Knoblock translation modified. Knoblock, vol. I, 178. l 
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110~~!1!, • ~aff&ES · JltlZ.~111 gi ll.t • 
Mr&:'t~~Wfu · 
1J\A..M.@~:::f:S • ~J'Ji-:::f~ • 
Ji!.~rffffFall:~, 
11i:~'S- ' ffif!=Jt\i'f • 
.Azff~o · ~a~.IDllH · JIU®~* , 
Ilt~l\Ji.t:!Rcp · ID~9'1- · 
Mr&,tittt;~JJH:g , 
What is meant by "making the thoughts sincere" is allowing no self-
deception, as when we hate hateful smells, and love lovely sights. This is 
called self-enjoyment. Therefore, superior persons must be careful of 
their solitude. There is no bad thing to which petty persons, dwelling 
retired, will not proceed, but when they see a superior person, they in-
stantly try to disguise it, concealing their bad and displaying their good. 
The other looks at them, practically seeing into their lungs and liver-so 
what is the point? This is an instance of the saying-''What is genuinely 
within will be manifest without." Therefore, superior persons must be 
careful of their solitude.26 
Du here refers to occasions when one is not observed by others. The fact 
that Zhongyong 1 includes references to things unseen and unheard makes it 
seem related to this point (also raised in the Xunzj passage) that nothing can 
be truly hidden. In contrast to the small person who acts badly (m~~) and 
expects to be able to hide it, the exemplary person knows that the effect of 
an action Cm) proceeds inevitably. The effect does not depend upon there 
being someone in the immediate vicinity to feel it, because it is possible that 
the action will affect the person in ways that will only be apparent later. Nor 
does it necessarily depend upon being expressed in one's voice or face. That 
is, as Zhongyong 33.6 says, "Speech and looks are of little use in transform-
ing the common people." This could be taken to mean that certain actions 
betray themselves in one's face and voice only to those who are exception-
ally perceptive (as Zhongyong 32 suggests in reference to the perception of 
de). Or it might mean that certain actions-if not seen or heard-may be 
sensed through a sort of general feeling in the perceiver's body.27 But either 
26 Legge translation modified. 366-367. James Legge, ConfaciuJ': Confacian Analeas, The Gnat 
Ledming, & The Dodrine ef the Mean (New York: Dover Press, 1971) republicatlon of second 
rev:ised edition, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1893. 
27 As I argue in Chapter One of On the Epi;temo/ogy ef the Senses in Ear!J China, the body itself 
sometimes functions as one of the "five senses" and what it senses has to do with comfort-
able or uncomfortable environments. 
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interpretation explains why one must be careful when one is alone. Even 
when no one is present, we are never truly alone in the sense of being iso-
lated from affecting our environment. Moreover, we can only "extend" 
from wherever we happen to be, which is wherever our actions (taken alone 
or in the presence of others) place us. 
References to things not seen, not heard, and not moving can easily 
mislead an audience accustomed to thinking in terms of human perception 
as inherently flawed and limited in its capacity to perceive a "real world" 
that exists ·beyond it. But in each case, these apparent references to sensory 
failure never appear without concomitant hints of sensory "success," in the 
serise that things unseen and unheard are also visible (in Zhongyong 16) and 
things that do not move are also somehow able to change (in Zhongyong 26). 
If these things were beyond perception, we might expect the text to say that 
each different sensory capacity fails to grasp them-i.e. something like an 
assertion that they systematically fail to be seen, heard, tasted, touched, and 
smelled. Yet there is no inclusive list of sensory failures of this sort. The 
final lines in the Zhongyong that compare de to a hair may expressly rule out 
its having smell or sound, but we are left with the possibility that de is as 
subtly visible or light as a hair-a possibility that, in fact, the analogy makes 
more probable. The pattern. of extension in the text helps explain such 
comments about perception. It also clarifies that the discussion of ghosts 
and spirits does not hint at something beyond human sensation, but rather 
something only perceived by those who are able to extend their skills in 
sensing. The reason for the claim in Zhongyong 1 that the unseen and un-
heard are uncommonly manifest is that even the barest hint of an action-
one that is easily overlooked-has extraordinary consequences. And sen-
sory "blockages"-things unseen or unheard-are characteristic of exem-
plary persons, who are the very persons most adept at sensing subtle things 
and creating remarkable effects. Thus, Hall and Ames' concept of extension 
"extends," so to speak, to explain other things. What they apply to context 
of education and ritual also applies to these perceptual puzzles. 
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